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What does the IT Universe model represent?
 
 
A. the structure of all CI Types and their relationships 
B. the sets of views defined in the CMDB environment 
C. the structure of all CIs and CI Types 
D. the data of all CIs and CI Types in the CMDB 
 

Answer: A

 

 

What are the main components of the Data Flow Management architecture? (Select three.)
 
 
A. IP range 
B. servers 
C. discovery adapters 
D. domain and credentials 
E. database 
F. data flow probe 
 

Answer: B,E,F

 

 

What are the roles of CMDB database schemas? (Select two.)
 
 
A. to store only the system-wide and management-related metadata for the UCMDB
environment 
B. to store configuration information that is gathered from the various CMDBs and from the
UCMDB application 
C. to store CI changes over a time range 
D. to store saved snapshots of the views 
E. to store the information that is gathered from third-party applications and tools 
 

Answer: B,E
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What are best practices for a UCMDB High Availability deployment? (Select three.)
 
 
A. UCMDB services run on all the servers in the cluster, but customer components are only
active on the active server. 
B. UCMDB services run on all the servers in the cluster and customer components are
active on all the servers. 
C. The load balancer should be configured as sticky by session. 
D. The load balancer should be configured as sticky by IP. 
E. The session keep alive address string contains a ClusterId parameter. 
F. The session keep alive address string contains a ServerId parameter. 
 

Answer: A,C,E

 

 

What are the supported operating systems for the UCMDB application? (Select three.)
 
 
A. Sun SPARC Solaris 10 
B. Windows 2003 Enterprise (64 bit) 
C. Windows 2008 Enterprise (64 bit) 
D. SUSE Linux 11 Enterprise (64 bit) 
E. Windows 2000, 2003/2008 (32 bit) 
F. Red Hat Linux 5 Enterprise/Advanced (64 bit) 
 

Answer: B,C,F

 

 

Which statement correctly defines the Any option in the scope of an impact rule?
 
 
A. Every CI for the trigger must match the condition. 
B. At least a single CI in the trigger matches the condition. 
C. No CIs for the trigger match the condition. 
D. A percentage of CIs in the trigger match the condition. 
 

Answer: B
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Which statement is true about state and status in UCMDB?
 
 
A. The state is an indicator of whether the rule is used for operational or change and the
status is the value for the impact analysis. 
B. The state is a Boolean value used to trigger an impact analysis rule and the status is the
result of the impact analysis rule execution. 
C. The state is the indicator for the progress of the impact analysis rule and the status
indicates if the rule is on or off. 
D. The state is the value for the impact analysis stored in an attribute of the CI and the
status is a visual display of the state in a topology map. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which statement is true about trigger and impacted nodes?
 
 
A. The trigger node starts a timer event; the impacted node receives the results from the
event. 
B. The trigger node defines the impact; the impacted node shows how many nodes are
impacted. 
C. The trigger node is the starting point for the impact rule; the affected node is the root
cause. 
D. The trigger node is the cause; the impacted node is the effect in a cause and effect
relationship. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which option displays the status in the view when you run an impact analysis rule?
 
 
A. Run Impact Analysis - Show map 
B. Run Impact Analysis - Show in views 
C. Run Impact Analysis - Generate report 
D. Run Impact Analysis 
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